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ABSTRACT 

 
Now a days many organizations are being affected by cost estimation of software as well as investment in the software. 

The unpredictability in the cost estimation of software is now highly imperative to process it by considering the extended 

use of cost optimization of software in modern organizations. This paper presents a fuzzy c means clustering and cuckoo 

search optimization model for software cost estimation. Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient and one-way 

ANOVA analysis is used by the proposed model for selecting several effort adjustment factors. .In soft clustering (fuzzy 

clustering), the elements of data can be a member of more than one cluster and correlate with each element is a set of 

membership level. Then, parameters of COCOMO model have been optimized using cuckoo search algorithm. COCOMO 

model calculates the effort of the development of software as a set of cost drivers which contains subjective estimation of 

product, hardware, personnel and project attributes and as a function of the size of program. The objectives considered 

here are, the one is to minimize the Mean Magnitude of Relative Error (MMRE) and the next one is to maximize the 

Prediction (PRED). COCOMO 81 dataset is used to test this model.. 

 
KEYWORDS : ANOVA, COCOMO, MMRE, Fuzzy C-Means Clustering, Cuckoo Search. 

 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Software Price Estimation  

Budgetary nature of a few organizations now a days is being disappeared with share in Software and estimation of the 

cost of programming. In this way, to give operational value estimation models square measure the preeminent extreme 

movement in computer code designing fields.  

Project cost estimation and project programming square measure regularly made. The expenses of development square 

measure fundamentally the costs of the inconvenience expand, so the effort calculation is utilized in each the esteem and 

in this way the schedule estimate. However, you need to attempt and do some cost estimation before full schedules square  

measure involved. These unique assessments might be acclimated set up a consider the project or to line a rate for the 

computer code for a customer.  

There are 3 requirements worried in registering the aggregate worth of a computer code improvement extend:  

• Hardware and software prices as well as maintenance  

• Travel and also coaching prices  
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• Effort (the costs of paying computer code engineers).  

Techniques for estimation in PC code designing grasp this standards: 

 

Analysis Effort Method 

The Analysis Effort Method is a strategy for evaluating the length of computer code comes. It is finest suited to making 

introductory evaluations for the length of business upheld a known essential amount for making a detail. Contributions to 

the strategy square measure numeric variables that show Size, Familiarity and Complexity. These being Design, Coding 

and Testing. The technique doesn't grasp any circumstances for project management. 

This system must be utilized joined of a measure of estimation methodologies to get a lot of correct estimate. 

 COCOMO 

The COCOMO is a recursive computer code value estimation display created by Barry W. Boehm. The COCOMO model 

uses elementary regression method with parameters that square measure as a result from previous project information and 

existing as well as forthcoming project options. 

Essential COCOMO figure software development effort (and cost) as a work of size of program. Program measure is 

expressed in measurable thousands of supply lines of code (SLOC, KLOC).  

COCOMO applies on three sorts of computer code projects: 

• Organic projects - little groups with sensible expertise operating by fewer necessities 

• Semi-detached project - medium teams with numerous expertises operating with a combine of mounted and fewer 

than rigid necessities 

• Embedded project - developed within a set of tight limitations. It is a mixture of organic and semi-detached project. 

 The basic COCOMO equations are: 

Effort-Applied (E   = x (KLOC) ^ y [man months] 

Development Time (D) = z (Effort Applied) ^w [months] 

People needed (P) = Effort-Applied / Development-Time [co-unit] 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

[1] Jack E. Matson,,1994, proposed package Development price Estimation victimization perform Points presents AN 

assessment of various revealed numerical regression representations that relay package development effort to package 

scope measu-red in funtion points. The principal concern with available prototypes has to do with the amount of remarks 

upon that the prototypes were based mostly and basic cognitive process to the assumptions inherent in reversion 

examination.The study defines appropriate applied mathematics procedures in the context of a case analysis designed on 

perform purpose records for one zero five package development schemes and discusses limits of the ensuing model in 

approximating development effort. 

 [2]. Joon-kil Lee,2009,in  proposed package price Estimation victimization based mostly on Sluzhba Vneshney 

Razvedki  on Immune rule, Software price estimation is performed by S.V.R. founded on resistant rule whereas 

sterilization populations, memory cells, and the number of cistron. Also, this paper examines and associates the outcome 

with present statistical regression technique and alternative machine learning strategies. 

[3] Iman Attarzadeh and Siew Hock Ow 2010, proposed Soft Computing Approach for Software price Estimation base 

on COCOMO II has 2 input’s cluster from COCOMO II cost drivers and scale factors and one output, effort estimation. 

This model covers those three fuzzy steps, fuzzification process, inference from Fuzzy rules and defuzzification process. 

 [4] Xin-She Yang , 2010 proposed Engineering optimisation by Cuckoo Search A new mat heuristic optimization 

algorthm, called Cuckoo Search (CS  , was developed newly by Yeng and debutante . This paper represents a more 

intensive comparison study victimization some normal check functions and recently style random check functions. 

Formerly apply the metal rule to solve engineering style optimization difficulties, including the style of coils and welded 
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beam con  Figure :-urations. The optimal solutions obtained by metal area unit so much healthier than the best solutions 

found by AN well-organized particle swarm optimiser. We can discuss the distinctive search structures employed in 

Cuckoo Search and also the implications for additional analysis. 

 [5] Arvinder Kaur 2010, proposed part based mostly package Engineering approach is created on the concept to 

enhance package systems by selecting acceptable off-the shelf parts then to assemble them through a well-defined s/w 

building. Software community faces a major challenge that's raised by quick rising request for fast and price effective 

growth and maintenance of enormous scale and sophisticated package systems. To overwhelmed the check, the new 

movement is to accept module based mostly package engineering (CBSE  .The key difference between C B S E and old-

style package engineering is that CBSE interpretations a package system as a group of off the ridge mechanisms 

integrated in acceptable package design. 

               III. METHODOLOGY 
 

CLUSTERING 

A cluster is in this way an arrangement of objects that {square live|area unit|unit of measurement|unit} alike among them 

and square measure not at all like the items satisfaction to different clusters. 

We can show this with a straightforward graphical example: 

 

    Figure 3.1 Clustering 

Cuckoo Search  

It was propelled by the obligate brood commonality of beyond any doubt cuckoo species by birthing their eggs inside 

the homes of nests of alternative host birds. Certain host birds will include coordinate clash with the nosy cuckoos. For 

instance, if a host bird identified the eggs don't appear to be their own, it will either discard these outsider eggs or 

simply relinquish its nest and build another nest in better places. 

CS is primarily based on 3 ideal rules: 

1. Every cuckoo places one egg at a time, and dumps its egg in a randomly chosen nest. 

2. The best nests with great quality of eggs can bring over to consequent generation; 

3. The number of existing host’s nests is fastened, and the egg arranged by a cuckoo is discovered by the host bird with 

likelihood. Determining operates on some set of poorest nests, and discovered solutions discarded from farther 

calculations. 

  The pseudo code can be summarized as:  

  Objective function: f(x), x=(x1, x2…….xd) ; 

  Generate an initial population of m host nests;  

  While (u&lt;MaxGeneration)   

  Get a cuckoo randomly (say, i   and replace its solution by execution Lévy flights; 

   Calculate its fitness Fi  
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   [For maximization, Fi proportional to f (xi)]; 

   Choose a nest among m (say, j) randomly; 

   If (Fi&gt;Fj)  , 

  Substitute j by the new solution; end if 

   A fraction (pa)  of the worse nests area unit uninhibited  and new ones are constructed; 

   Retain the best solutions; 

   

Rank the solutions/nests and find the existing best; 

Permit the current best solutions to the next generation; end while 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.2 Cuckoo Breeding 

 
Figure 3.3 An Example of Cuckoo Breeding 
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION 
 

Algorithmic Procedure for Fuzzy-Cuckoo Search 

The detailed steps of the planned MKF-Cuckoo search procedure area unit outlined in this section. The pseudo code for 

the algorithm is given below 

 

Step 1: Initial set of P host nests: Firstly, P keys are given in associate in Nursing 1st set of nests, every nest represents 

with m* k matrix. 

 

Step 2: Pick a capricious range ( j ) over levy flight: Here, through levy flight equation, a random number ( j )  is created 

amongst one and P and the consistent answer (centroids sets)  is chosen. 

 

Step 3: Evaluate the fitness of nest settled in the world appreciate the capricious range. The fitness given in section 4.3.2 

is used to search out the fitness of the result laid out in the jth position of initial population. 

 

Step 4: Choose a random nest ( i )   among P : currently, an arbitrary range created in between 1 to P uncritically and {the 

answer|the answer} given in i th location of initial population is chosen to search out the suitableness of the solution. 

 

Step 5: Substituting nest j by new answer if the fitness belongs to j is less than i : The assessment of the fitness of each 

results taken from the preceding steps is realized by examination the fitness. The result which is has less fitness is 

substituted with a new set of answer (m* k matrix)   mistreatment the subsequent equation. The new solution x(t 1) for the 

worst nest is performed by, 

 

X^(t+1)  =X^(t) +α exor Levy(λ)   

 

Where, α&gt; 0 is the stage size that should be associated to the scales of the matter of interest. The product exor means 

entry wise multiplications. Levy flights fundamentally give a random walk whereas their random steps area unit drawn 

from a Levy distribution for big steps, 

 

Levy ~ u =t^-λ ,(1&lt;λ&lt;= 3   

 

Once another solution is produced, bring down bound and edge conditions area unit checked. Each cost set in new answer 

of m* k matrix is checked.  If the value obtained in new answer supported levy flight is quite edge, the costs are altered 

with higher sure value.If the value is a smaller amount than edge, novel value is changed with edge assessment. The upper 

sure and edge cost for each attributes area unit ab initio begin out from the datasets. LB and UB is the supreme and least 

values of the each attributes given inside the information for input. 

 

Step 6: Eradicate poorest nests founded on the chance pa : primarily based on the chance given within the algorithmic 

protocol, the poorest set of nests from the popular area unit recognized and build new one in the corresponding location 

supported the stage given in step five. 

 

Step 7: Preserve the finest one: the most effective set of nest is maintained in every iteration supported the fitness operate 

and also the procedure is continuous from step a pair of to six till the utmost repetition is reached. 
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     V. RESULTS 

 

 
 

Figure 5.5.8 R Value Bar Chart for COCOMO 15 Cost Adjustment Factors 

 

 

                                                                            Result of Clustering for 3 Clusters 

 

 Project No.          Cluster1        Cluster 2      Cluster 3 

          1. 0.0973723290090707 0.0481331647550677 0.854494506235862 

          2. 0.0237457665937942 0.0102997870170586 0.965954446389147 

          3. 0.0773778099348662 0.0331343268105002 0.889487863254634 

          4. 0.102194929255723 0.0555801508862995 0.842224919857977 

          5. 0.0449318260129579 0.0195299770980358 0.935538196889006 

          6. 0.140913409046041 0.0726794693499604 0.786407121603998 

          7. 0.0372453879224921 0.0173605817128607 0.945394030364647 

          8. 0.755059520642162 0.139608260784456 0.105332218573383 

          9. 0.0882500163017139 0.889592576518958 0.0221574071793282 

          10. 0.898390514398987 0.0570261092044935 0.0445833763965192 

          11. 0.898390514398987 0.0570261092044935 0.0445833763965192 

          12. 0.0466326121974978 0.939850912925511 0.0135164748769908 

          13. 0.0890558882709256 0.884652695715905 0.0262914160131697 

          14. 0.737098863347781 0.152611729739215 0.110289406913004 

          15. 0.176603502186860 0.773826653088742 0.0495698447243982 

           16. 0.939849976545492 0.0342715604943438 0.0258784629601642 

           17. 0.957210132771874 0.0244568503452222 0.0183330168829036 
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           18. 0.136706402747696 0.824573427556148 0.0387201696961563 

           19. 0.0899391561140559 0.882279970280584 0.0277808736053603 

           20. 0.732807191668274 0.149674748084685 0.117518060247041 

           21. 0.0681280125123480 0.908470067050632 0.0234019204370196 

           22. 0.0869184815191888 0.886016715486257 0.0270648029945545 

           23. 0.0714372551309751 0.905089980165432 0.0234727647035929 

           24. 0.0941892872326802 0.0440060267705018 0.861804685996818 

           25. 0.0735600016029359 0.904116377368458 0.0223236210286063 

           26. 0.0864527283793013 0.879888011092589 0.0336592605281101 

           27. 0.104154745895225 0.866553473285465 0.0292917808193100 

           28. 0.0889665910014614 0.887086981494466 0.0239464275040728 

           29. 0.0894952224869877 0.0415999724248708 0.868904805088142 

           30. 0.0885748706387384 0.0406514055946644 0.870773723766597 

           31. 0.850231516969653 0.0832622078908977 0.0665062751394492 

           32. 0.0754899942460075 0.0331167740623778 0.891393231691615 

           33. 0.910917053893474 0.0508782585627091 0.0382046875438170 

           34. 0.0799350350259595 0.890674956061328 0.0293900089127126 

           35. 0.154918276596322 0.787345168628611 0.0577365547750680 

           36. 0.0428596529077453 0.0207816720389275 0.936358675053327 

           37. 0.0690083302590790 0.0307318848853412 0.900259784855580 

           38. 0.0842045669138857 0.884151154866190 0.0316442782199248 

           39. 0.0817204676115600 0.889014072692434 0.0292654596960057 

           40. 0.0994170802759265 0.864506021258567 0.0360768984655065 

           41. 0.0946897067258193 0.0412903006536481 0.864019992620533 

           42. 0.0450271350892468 0.0184697850990842 0.936503079811669 

           43. 0.0643740651193485 0.0234127230117047 0.912213211868947 

           44. 0.0408202772421522 0.0155658195134072 0.943613903244441 

           45.  0.0232466222982130 0.00966344537407018 0.967089932327717 

           46. 0.0370667618311978 0.0152759343898509 0.947657303778951 

           47. 0.126603063698021 0.822771098206911 0.0506258380950675 

          48. 0.0374722962821358 0.0176878878330604 0.944839815884804 

          49. 0.110540855586168 0.844601887598964 0.0448572568148688 

          50. 0.0755207913351539 0.903224917551841 0.0212542911130052 

          51. 0.105132120578967 0.0509223010375595 0.843945578383474 

          52. 0.0683154265370120 0.0299567081949032 0.901727865268085 

         53. 0.114050800467847 0.848943638755111 0.0370055607770423 

          54. 0.0771425098576694 0.894152990862769 0.0287044992795610 

          55. 0.0671766918106308 0.0321958666983875 0.900627441490982 

          56. 0.0977498126014188 0.877202635777889 0.0250475516206923 

          57. 0.117303222969378 0.844657457358858 0.0380393196717637 

          58. 0.766121576887186 0.135727482788493 0.0981509403243217 

          59. 0.0426571057888378 0.942335561758139 0.0150073324530229 

          60. 0.0720933813173296 0.905854203454369 0.0220524152283014 

          61. 0.0635111374056512 0.912787952124597 0.0237009104697513 

          62. 0.131672834396633 0.826590138781246 0.0417370268221207 
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          63. 0.0580461270150482 0.921441057315440 0.0205128156695121 

 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

This project proposes an economical Fuzzy C means that and optimization Model for package price estimation. This 

model objectives to utilize certain applied arithmetic strategy by clump and improvement algorithms that encourage to 

boost the accuracy of package price estimation. Here, the emphasis is discovering extreme prediction with least MMRE. 

The model has been tested utilizing COCOMO dataset. This arrangement conjointly offers an optimization victimization 

cuckoo search rule. It has been watched that the outcomes got from cuckoo search rule area unit higher than the inverse 

optimization rule in terms of accuracy. Here, comes about area unit planned designed on the cluster center point of mass 

and the ideal cluster centroids are accomplished through the cuckoo search rule that is one in the trendy optimization rule 

evidenced effective in several optimization issues. 
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